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Abstract
A Longer-sized sub-word unit is known to be a better candi-

date in the development of a continuous speech recognition sys-

tem. However, the basic problem with such units is the data spar-

sity. To overcome this problem, researchers have tried to com-

bine longer-sized sub-word unit models with phoneme models. In

this paper, we have considered only frequently occurring syllables

and VC (Vowel + Consonant) units, and phone-sized units (mono-

phones and triphones) for the development of a continuous speech

recognition system. In such a case, even for a single pronunciation

of a word, there can be multiple representational baseforms in the

lexicon, each with different-sized units. We show that a consid-

erable improvement in recognition performance can be achieved

if the baseforms are selected properly. Out of all possible base-

forms for a given word in the lexicon, the baseform that maxi-

mizes the acoustic likelihood, for possible sub-word unit concate-

nations to make a word, alone is considered. In the baseline sys-

tems’ word-lexicon, like pure monophone or triphone-based sys-

tems, since only the acoustically weaker baseforms are replaced

by baseforms with longer-sized units, the resultant performance is

guaranteed to be better than that of baseline systems. The prelim-

inary experiments carried out on the TIMIT speech corpus show

a considerable improvement in the recognition performance over

a pure monophone/triphone-based systems when the larger-sized

units are combined using proper selection of baseforms.

Index Terms: speech recognition, baseform selection, syllable.

1. Introduction
In the past few decades, different types of sub-word units, like

phoneme, diphone, demisyllable, and syllable, have been stud-

ied by researchers for developing automatic speech recognition

(ASR) systems. Each of these sub-word units has its own advan-

tages and disadvantages. However, in general, the larger the unit,

the greater is the amount of phonological phenomena contained

within the unit and also the greater is the capability of resolving

and aligning events in the input speech with events in the sequence

of concatenated units [1]. The major constraint with considering a

larger-sized sub-word unit is that the inventory required to gener-

ate representative acoustic models for all the units is very high. To

overcome the problem of data sparsity, different types of sub-word

units (larger-sized with smaller-sized) can be combined.

The syllable was proposed as a unit for ASR as early as 1975

[2], in which irregularities in phonetic manifestations of phonemes

were
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discussed. It was argued that the syllable will serve as the

ctive minimal unit in the time-domain. Since then, several

ble-based ASR systems have been developed for different lan-

es.

Considering the fact that only few hundreds of syllables occur

uently in conversational speech, models can be generated only

hose syllables, as described in [3]. In a word lexicon, the rest

e syllables can be replaced by their corresponding phoneme

ences. If context-independent phone models are used, replac-

a phone sequence by a syllable sequence guarantees a better

ormance since the syllables capture the co-articulation effects

. However, if context-dependent phone models are used, re-

ing a phone sequence by a syllable sequence should be care-

done. For some words in the lexicon, a sequence of triphones

be a better choice than replacing it by a sequence of syllables

combination of syllables and triphones.

Several results have been reported ([4] [5] [6]) in the litera-

on automatically deriving a baseform from a given speech sig-

mainly for handling pronunciation variations and new words.

], a best baseform is automatically deduced for a new word

tilizing the actual utterances of the new word in conjunction

a set of automatically derived spelling-to-sound rules. In [5]

automatic baseform determination techniques are presented in

h no prior information concerning the pronunciation of the

ds is used.

In the current study, we try to combine longer-sized units (syl-

and VC) with phones (monophone and triphone). In the

ch corpus considered for the present work, since the number

xamples for many of the syllables was found to be very small,

ave considered VC units also. We assume that the pronuncia-

variations of each word in the vocabulary are known a priori.
n the different types of sub-word units are combined, each

d in the lexicon can be expanded in multiple ways, according

e inventory of the sub-word units, even for a single pronun-

on. In the present study, we use a simple Viterbi-decoding

od that uses acoustic likelihood alone, for selecting an opti-

baseform among multiple choices each with different types of

word units. In the baseline systems’ word-lexicon, like pure

ophone or triphone-based systems, since only the acoustically

ker baseforms are replaced by baseforms with longer-sized

s, the resultant performance is guaranteed to be better than that

e baseline systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next Sec-

, the experimental setup is described in detail. In Section 3, the
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possibilities of having multiple baseforms for a single pronuncia-

tion of a word and the technique used to select an optimal baseform

is described. The performances of different systems developed are

analyzed in Section 4.

2. Experimental setup
For the present work, the TIMIT corpus is considered for both

training and testing. The number of unique words in the train

data is ≈5000 and the number of unique words in the test data

is ≈2500. Out of the 2500 test words, ≈50% of the test words are

not available in the train data. The word-lexicon is created only

with the test words. For the words that are in common in train and

test data, pronunciation variations are taken from the transcriptions

provided with the corpus and for the rest of the test words only one

transcription is considered.

For the development of all the systems described here, the

HTK is used. For each type of unit, a separate set of label files

is created using the considered units alone. The rest of the labels

are replaced by their corresponding phonemes. Only the word-

internal syllables and VC units are considered. Features (13 static

MFCC + 13 delta + 13 acceleration) are extracted with a frame

size of 20 ms.

For the monophone-based system, 46 left-to-right (3 state, 1

mixture/state) models (including a model for silence) are initial-

ized and trained on hand-labeled data provided in the corpus. For

the re-estimation of model parameters, a standard Viterbi align-

ment procedure is used. The number of mixtures per state for

each model is then increased to 32 in steps, by a conventional

mixture splitting procedure. Each time, the model parameters are

re-estimated twice.

Syllabification software [7] available from NIST was used to

extract the syllables from the phonetic segmentation boundaries

given in the TIMIT corpus. For all the phonetic transcriptions

available with the TIMIT corpus, the first-best results given by the

syllabification algorithm are considered. Even though the num-

ber of unique syllables in the training corpus is ≈ 5000, most of

the syllables have very few examples. In our work, we have con-

sidered 200 syllables that have more than 50 examples. The rest

of the syllables are replaced by their corresponding phonemes in

the transcriptions. Since the number of resultant syllable mod-

els is very small, we have decided to combine the VC units also

into the system. When compared with the syllabic unit, the VC

units are more vulnerable to co-articulation effects. However, it is

better than the monophones, in the sense that the co-articulation

between the corresponding vowel and consonant is captured in the

VC unit. Further, it covers most of the words in the corpus. For

VC units also, the more frequently occurring (above 50 examples)

units alone are considered, which is 172. The syllable and VC

models are trained separately, in a similar fashion as monophone

models. However, the number of mixtures for the syllables and

VC units is restricted to only 8. The number of states is varied

depending on the number of phones in these units.

For the triphone-based system, the initialized monophone

models are cloned and re-estimated to yield around 12000 triphone

models. A tree-based clustering algorithm is used for state tying.

For the final models, the number of mixtures is increased to 8, in

steps, using the conventional mixture splitting algorithm. For the
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of-vocabulary words, the required triphone models are synthe-

d.

For all the experiments, no optimization is carried out other

word-insertion penalty optimization. Further, in order to

rly see the effect of longer-sized units in combination with

e-sized units during Viterbi-alignment, no word level n-gram

stics is used. Testing is carried out on the whole test corpus of

IT.

3. Lexicon selection
entioned earlier, in the current study, we try to combine the

es, syllables, and VC units. When different types of units are

bined to build a speech recognition system, each word in the

on can be represented in multiple ways. For example, for the

d ‘anything’, the possible baseforms using different types of

word units can be

• monophones → eh n iy th ih ng

• syllables → eh niy thihng

• VC units → ehn iy th ihng

• triphones → eh+n eh-n+iy n-iy+th iy-th+ih th-ih+ng ih-ng

• triphones + syllables → eh+n niy thihng

• triphones + VC units → ehn n-iy+th iy-th+ih ihng

Here, based on the type of the basic unit (monophone or tri-

e), the baseforms are grouped into two categories. Depending

the type of the unit and its appropriateness in a given word,

ower of each baseform may be different. Considering all the

forms for each pronunciation of a given word will increase

computation time considerably and at the same time, the per-

ance may also degrade. Out of all the possible baseforms, the

mal one, in the acoustic likelihood sense, can be selected as

ribed below.

Let W i
k be the kth training example of the ith word, and Li

j be

th baseform of the ith word in the lexicon. For a given set of

stic models λ = λ1, λ2, ..., λN , the optimal baseform Li for

th word in the lexicon can be selected as:

L
i = arg max

j

1

Ki

KiX

k=1

log p(W i
k|L

i
j , λ). (1)

quation 1, the Ki is the number of training examples available

he ith word. As mentioned in Section 2, the number of words

are common with test and train data is only 50%. When dif-

nt systems are combined, the baseform selection procedure is

ted only for these common words. For the rest of the words,

riginal systems’ baseforms are used.

Separate sets of experiments are carried out for monophone

triphone-based systems. For this study, we have not tried to

bine monophones and triphones. The syllables and VC units

ombined with either monophones or triphones.

4. Performance analysis
performance analysis, we have considered both monophone-

d and triphone-based systems as the baseline systems. Ex-

ments have been carried out by combining phone models with



the larger-sized units in a conventional way1, and using the base-

form selection procedure. The performance of all the systems are

grouped into two categories based on the type of baseline models

used, i.e., monophone-based (refer to Table 1) and triphone-based

systems (refer to Table 2).

As expected, when the syllables or VC units are separately

combined with the monophones, the word error rates (WER) of

these systems are found to be 3% less than that of the pure

monophone-based system (refer to Table 1). Even though the

syllables are supposed to capture the co-articulation effects bet-

ter than the VC units, the word error rates of syllable-based and

VC-based systems are found to be nearly the same. The main rea-

son for this behavior is that, since the number of syllabic units is

small, the coverage of these units in the word-lexicon is less than

that of VC units. Combining syllables and VC units is carried

out in two different methods. In the first method, each word in

the word-lexicon is transcribed as a combination of syllables, VC

units, and monophones, wherever possible. In the second method,

based on the selection criterion discussed in Section 3, the words

are transcribed as either (a) syllables and monophones, or (b) VC

units and monophones. We observed that, when the baseforms are

properly selected, there is a considerable reduction in WER.

Table 1: Word error rates of monophone-based systems

System Word error rate

(in %)

monophone only 46.94

syllable + monophone 44.18

VC unit + monophone 44.15

syllable + VC unit + monophone 45.98

syllable + VC unit + monophone 42.80

(baseform selection)

Similarly, another set of experiments was carried out using tri-

phones instead of monophones and we observed a similar behavior

in performance (refer to Table 2). Since many of the triphone mod-

els are much stronger, when we tried to include the syllables or VC

units, a considerable increase in WER is observed when compared

to pure-triphone system. However, when the baseforms are prop-

erly selected, the performances of the systems are improved over

the system with triphones only.

When triphones are combined with syllables, the number of

triphone-baseforms replaced by the syllable-baseforms is found to

be only 7% of the common words. This is mainly due to fewer

training examples available with the corpus. If the number of

syllables in the system is increased, further improvement can be

achieved.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have made an attempt to combine multiple-sized

units together for continuous speech recognition. When the base-

1In the conventional method, for a given word, if a baseform with
longer-sized units is available, irrespective of its effectiveness, the origi-
nal baseform will be replaced by the new one.
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Table 2: Word error rates of triphone-based systems

System Word error rate

(in %)

triphone only 39.17

syllable + triphone 40.80

VC unit + triphone 41.05

syllable + triphone 38.56

(baseform selection)

VC unit + triphone 38.51

(baseform selection)

syllable + VC unit + triphone 37.88

(baseform selection)

s are selected in an optimal sense, the performance of the sys-

was found to be consistently better. From the performance

ysis, it is noted that even with fewer longer-sized units in the

em, the improvement in the performance is considerable. If

e such units are used, we believe that the performance of the

ophone-based system combined with longer-sized units can

h the performance of a triphone-based system. Further, we ob-

e that in the absence of proper syllabic units, if a corresponding

unit is used, the performance of the system can be improved.
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